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Bentley Walker is a brown and white goods retailer with almost 70
years’ heritage, serving the retired population of Hayling Island. It
also sells a wide assortment of household electrical goods, such
as lamps and electric blankets. 

“In the past, brown goods constituted 80% of the business
turnover but since six months ago white goods have become
more important, making up 60% of sales,” says Patrick Kean,
store manger. The company also has a custom install business. 

“We have very loyal customers, who, even when they move
from the island come back to us. The competition is not an
issue for Bentley Walker – we are the only electrical
independent on the island.”

The first brand Tim introduced to Bentley Walker four years
ago was Linsar, next came Sennheiser and then Vogel’s. “In the
BRS brand portfolio, the best business for us are Linsar TVs,
Sennheiser headphones and Yamaha soundbars which are
very popular with our elderly customers who have hearing
problems. We also sell Alphason AV furniture – catering for
different tastes and incomes.”

Bentley Walker has a large selection of SDA products. “We
do very well with small appliances because people want to

touch and feel them rather than buying them online or driving
off the island to go to Argos.” 

The company has hardly been affected by the recession
because approximately 95% of the company’s turnover comes
from sales of satellite dishes and systems to the Danish and
American Army and high-profile clients from the Far East. 

“Tim is one of the nicest people who visit us and we do a lot
of business with him.”

S J Clear, Dorking 
S J Clear is a consumer
electronics retailer
established in 1927 on
Dorking high street by
the grandfather of
James Clear, the current
owner. “Our main
brands are Sony,
Panasonic and Linsar.
Being an independent
we are trying to stick
with the brands we do
well with,” says James
Clear. “At Christmas we
become a digital radio
shop with Roberts and
Pure taking the
dominant share of the
business. The majority of our customers are older and retired
and it’s getting harder for us to attract the younger customers
but fortunately our customers are relatively affluent. 

“Linsar fits well into our portfolio, Vogel’s is also new for us.
Through BRS we also buy Sennheiser and Alphason –  with
which we have dealt before. We are happy to order from reps
who come round and support us but this is increasingly rare.
We see Tim once a month and his presence definitely
influences our buying patterns.  

“The margins are getting smaller – with the exception of
Linsar – so we are branching out into new services such as
satellite installations.”

Hills Radio, Brighton
Hills Radio has been trading for 82 years on the outskirts of
Brighton. 

Originally a brown goods retailer, Hills took on domestic
appliances a few years ago. Now the ratio of brown to white
goods is 50:50. The company also has a selection of small
appliances from such brands as Bosch, Morphy Richards
and Philips. 

Hills Radio’s customers are mostly older generation but
from all socio-economic groups. 

“Recession has had a tangible impact on our business –
the footfall is down but we are doing OK as we have a very
loyal customer base and we get a lot of new custom from
word of mouth,” comments store manger Dan Poole. 

“We are happy to match internet prices as long as this only
means shifting boxes. Sometimes we lose money but we
believe that if we keep our customers happy they will come
back next time. 

“Among BRS brands, Sennheiser is doing best in our
store. We have a very nice demonstration stand supplied by
the company. Vogel’s also works very well for us. Their PoS
display clearly shows the features and benefits of the
Vogel’s mounts.”

Bentley Walker, Hayling Island 
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